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As our Society gainS in stature and approaches its twenty-first 
Journal continues to and to a r<p.l"7n~OIn"'~'" 

interesting and are arranged for members 
guests at the Alpine Club and 

This year for the first time assembled at the Royal 
Society where an exhibition was arranged for US of the 
watercolours and sketches made in the nineteenth century in 
Dr. H. A. GldBeld, author of the well-known "Sketches of Nipal 
published in 1880 but c among other fascinating material~ a 
of events of the time of Prime Minister Jang Bahadur. This and matters 
are referred to in the Honorary Secretary's Newsletter. 

I need scarce say 
publish the artic lea which in the fourth issue of our 
how grateful we are to their authors for providing US with the text of 
given by them to the Society. 
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NEWSLETTER 

A s in past years, interest in the Soo iety' s activities and its membership has 
continued to increase. We would llke to thank all those who have given 
and shown slides during the 1979/80 season of monthly meetings. 

Lectures 

The Society was delighted to be able t6 open the Season last October with a 
by Lord Hunt and Lieutenant Colonel C. G. on "Eastern Nepal Revisited -
the 1953 Everest Party's Jubilee Trek". To accommodate the 
the lecture was held at the Theatre in Kensington Central Library. Lord Hunt 
and Colonel WyUe have kindly provided us with the text of their talk for publica
tion in the Journal and we are most grateful for thiS. 

In I:)'3cember Lieutenant Colonel T. C. White gave a talk on "Some More about 
Tropical Birds" accompanied by superb coloured slides. 

A t the instigation of Lord Hunt, PreSident of the Royal Geographical Society. we 
were able to hold at the premises of the RGS in January, an Exhibition of the 
Paintings of Dr. H. A. Oldfield who had been Surgeon to the British ReSidency 
in Nepal in the second half of the last century. The paintings had been carefully 
stored for half a century in the archives of the RGS, and had only recently been 
mounted and catalogued. A wine and cheese party was held as part of the evening' a 
arrangements and this enjoyable occaSion was attended by many members and their 
guests. There have been several requests for a similar fimctlon to form of 
the annual programme of events. 

In March, at the Alpine Club, Mr. C. R. M. Bangham. of Lincoln College, Orlord, 
gave an interesting talk based on research carried out in Nepal entitled "Where do 
the Real Sherpas Live?". The text of this talk is reproduced in the 

A lao at the A Ipine Club in April. Mr. 
of interesting slides on "The I3utt.erfly Walk 
Gorge, East of Annapuraa ll , 

second part of Mr. Jacksoo'8 talk 
publish the whole text for the U'V'U~".' 
attend meetings. 

The final talk of the season was 
liThe Remarkable of 
talk also proved most 

In the presence of H. E. 
Singha, and hiS wife H.E. 
held on 20 February at Nmv 

H. 

next year and we 
our ulembers who are 

on 



High Commissioner). Over two hundred members, Yetis 
friends were present. The Society's new Pres George 
welcomed the Guest of Honour, Lord Inchcape, of P & OJ) who has 
been a long standing friend of Both Eo The Nepalese 
and Lord Inchcape addressed the gathering. As in past years we were fortunate 
to have the help of the Gurkha orderlies and pipers who added colour to the 
evening. They came from the 1st Battalion 2nd King Edward VII's 0Nn Gurkha 
Rifles (Mess Sergeant and Orderlies) and Overseas English Wing Army 
School of Languages, WHton park, Beaconsfield, respectively. are 
due to the Commanding Officers concerned for this greatly appreciated help on 
the outstanding social event of our year. 

Summer Outing 

The Summer OUting this year took place on Saturday, 12th July, a little earlier 
than usual. Resulting from the popularity of the previous year's outing to the 
sea, as well as to the pestalozzi Village at Seddlescombe, NI" a Battle, your 
Committee was asked to arrange another visit to a seaside tOlJVn and this year 
the venue was Brighton. The outing was well attended by the yetis and their 
friends, and despite dismal weather proved a most enjoyable occasion. An 
account of the outing appears in this Journal. 

Change of PreSident. 

Mr. A. R. H. Kellas relinquished the office of PreSident of the Society at the 
last Annual General Meeting as he and Mrs. Kellas have now moved to Achateny 
by Acharacle, Argyll, Scotland. We wish Mr. and Mrs. KeBas many years of 
happiness in their new home. We are very fortunate to have as our new President 
Sir George Bishop who is a frequent visitor to Nepal. 

The Nepal House, Pestalozzi Village 

Recently eleven children from Nepal took up residence at the 
their Housemother, Ram.a 
lnterest in the activities of 
of the Society. will present a 
may wish to he Ip personally LI1 any 
The Nepc'l,l House, 

Kathmandu val~~l. 

A s a result of an appeal at the 
donated to the 
was handed over in 
a Life Member the 

The President of the 
H. E. The Ambftssador~ 
Himalaya Bir Bli{I'::tm 

of to 



Book of Condolence at the Embassy. 

F Lowers were sent to HRH The DJ.chess Gloucester with the 
of the on the birth of her daughter on 4 March 1980. 

A message of good wishes on the occasion of the birthday of our Patron, 
HRH Prince Gyanendra Nepal, was sent in July. 

Membership Fees 

For many years the Annual Subscription has remained constant, but with the 
mounting costs of postage and printing, etc •• it was agreed at the AGM held 
on 7th November 1979, to increase the Ordinary Membership fee from £2 to 
£3, to take effect from October 1980. Members are reminded to please 
change their Banker's Orders accordingly. 

The price of the Britain-Nepal Society tie is now £3.95 including postage. 

Thresher Glenny have a stock of the SOCiety's car badge at £3.90 each. 

Members' Letters 

It would be a great help in keeping down costs if members could please send an 
SA E if their letter requires an answer or any other action. 

CELlA BROWN 
H on. Secretary. 
1 A Hen Mansions. 
A llen Street 
London W8 6UY 

******************************* 
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(KI\STERN NEPA L REVISITED - THE 1953 EVEREST EXPEDITION'S 

()n 11th October 1979 Lord Hunt and Colonel Charles 
Reunion of the first ascent of Everest by Hunt's in way of 
introduction Lord Hunt had made a unique collection of slides Everest 
expeditions from various sources, including the archives of the A lpine Club and 
the Royal Geographical Society of which he was the President5 He showed these 
to give a historical perspective to the 1953 

Lord Hunt gave a brilliant and fascinating resume of the Everest saga, beginning 
with the discovery by the Survey of India that the peak, later named Everest after 
the then Surveyor General, Sir George Everest, was higher than any oilier hitherto 
surveyed. He told of the earliest efforts just after the turn of the century by 
Longstaff and others to get permission to go to the mountain, and of the granting 
of permission by the llilai Lama through the good offices of Sir Charles Bell, our 
political agent in Lhasa. for the first reconnaissance expedition in 1921 led by 
Colonel Howard Bury. Lord Hunt's pictures showed dramatically how the assault 
expeditions which followed in 1922. 1924. 1933, 1936 and 1938, all approaching the 
mountain through Tibet to attempt the climb from the North, had had to contend with 
the unknown problem of high altitude climbing, unknown weather conditions, and 
clothing and equipment much of which was more suitable for Scottish moors than 
raging blizzards at 28,000 ft. Several times members of those expeditions had 
reached that height only to be forced to retreat by bad weather or by the effects of 
altitude, or both. Each party had gained experience, but the mountain was stin 
unclimbed when after World War IT climbers began to look again towards their 
ultimate goal. 

The political Situation changed with the Chinese occupation of Tibet. Access from 
the North was no longer possible, but shortly after Nepal, which had been a closed 
country. opened its frontiers to fo:reigners> c 
South side of Everest. In. 1951 a recoor.aissance 

South Col and South East 
mounted two expeditions the 
On the first the 
little support for the final 

Such was the backgrou.nd for the 
slides to highlight 
which 
Reunl ons" In 

he 
:;:!9th May. Sir 
previous pre-W8,r "':",<H~''''''''' 

present. 
party" 
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The second part of the Reunion was 
aim was to meet as many the 
had moved to 
travel to 
across 
was to spend some ten days climbing or 
individual inc 

Charles Wylie showed s 
aspects of Khumbu. The party 
1953 party, four with 
of whom were 
reached the South in 
were accommodated while in 
Institute. where Tenzing 
after hiB ascent of Everest a year or Wo 
Tenzing and his wife, Daku, offered generous 
meet all the old 1953 Sherpas living in the 
a trekking bUSiness, orgarused l'bandobast" 
porters. Tenzing was able to 
first few days as he was due to go on an 
Such is fame. 

A .<JA..J'~U.L'V'" BY LORD HUNT OF 

Last year was the Silver Jubilee 
in 1953. You have invited Charles 
did twenty years on in 1973, to 
the original members of the CiA,,",,,,U,l'''J. 

occasion. 

IRWA 

It was, in part, intended as a reunion 
m o untaLn. Charles and I that you 
our of 

our impressions on the impact 
mountain is located, on the 
One re Levant point about 
deve loprnents, any description 
such a commonplace of 

I 

occasion 
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There have been many 
the generous hospitality 
where we met for 

ten years on, we were 
near 1y got there 
The meet was in 

Twenty years on, there was a 
For by then the Japanese 
of successful Everest 
were the hosts and 
and I described that event our j 
ceded it with my wife and A If Gregory. 
reunion for we were able to meet 
Sherpas. A number of other 

mine. were present to take 

Five years later, 197 8, provided another 
of Everest Meets. It was the Silver Jubilee 
a reunion in North Wales. 
alas, no longer the fine 
before. 

to continue long saga 
Once again there was 

than ever. of us were~ 

years 

Then in the autumn, siX t.eam who were still reasonably 
mobile, with Dr. Hamish one my reserves. our wives and 
Jennifer BourdiUon, Widow of another meeting our Sherpas. 
combined with a journey to the We to reverse the order of 
events of 1973 and thus walk the high level route from Dl.rjeellng to Kbumbu. 

Darjeeling provided 
appropriate centre; 
of the West ""'-''-',,",<'>'" 

School, where my 
Training 
stretching 
fateful 

8, ono met.T€S 
c lLmbed before the ascent 



So it was not 
\fiC limbed -

as "Yak" Route -
the steep butt:resses and 

- and their 

They were pursuing mO\fi1;aineering, 
Everest as one example of 
playgro\fid of the 

1. Between 
by Japanese. 

was, as you 
that problem. 

2. The Chinese made one, 
North Col and the 
the scene of so 

Face, 

4. 
C 

5. Last year an A uEltrian team lin.".",,",,,, 

without resort to 

is even a 
C1m~cendJing the 



America; the South Koreans, Japanese and Chinese Eastern ASia; fue 
New Zealanders from the Antipodes; and very probablY$ the RUSSians as well. 

A U these came and saw - no means an On my 
there have been about twenty~four expeditions follOWing ours. 
(12) have been successfuL More than have 
two of them twice. More have 

A consequence of this magnetic attraction of a mountain for the aspirations of 
mankind has been the twice-yearly invaSion of one small al:ea of Nepa~ the 
"booking" of Everest (for the Government that their approval 
and a fee paid) for many years ahead. The scale this invasion has 
to be seen to be beHeved. When Charles Wylie~ my wife Gregory and I were 
in Khumbu in 1973 3 an Italian expedition of some Sixty-five climbers was 
attacking Everest with their mountain troops. supported by 1,000 Sherpas; to 
say nothing of helicopters flying overhead between Lukla and Base Camp. ID the 
Villages there was a strange silence and a curiouS emptiness. Only women and 
children were left to tend the flooks and till the fields. Food and were 
already becoming a problem as these latter day armies and the tourist traffic 
sweeping up the approach routes on package tours to Everest Base Camp grO'Jll'S 

year by year. 

It is true that Himalayan mountaineering is now evolving towards smaller. more 
lightly equipped and more informal parties of friends, who treat these biggest 
mountains as though they were no higher than those in the Western A ipa, who 
need fewer porters and make less demands on local resources. A t present, the 
Government makes these modest enterprises difficult by the high price of fees 
and the cost of liaison officers. They also inSist that a Nepalese citizen must 
always be a member of the summit party. In short, the Government favours the 
larger. more prestigious, and supposedly more responSible expeditions. which 
have sponsorShip or approval fro-m their own national governments despite their 
impact on social conditions on in the areas@ 

But it may prove to be as broad as it is 
relaxed policy would doubtress have the 

COLONEL 

The start originally 
India border. But 
and this involved 
Khak.rabhitta arid 
the time the 
detour had 
takin.g views of """""-";;:;'V 

were however ample 
""~1"$..U.1LA".L'5 of the trek. 
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were ex-servicemen. 
many ex-servicemen or servicemen on 
especially in panchtar 

The crossed the Tamur ~ 
C where they visited 

new girder at 
woman or phedangma in fuU 
Popularly k:nown as witch to 
powers can and do effect laSting cures. 
still to be made available. Crossing the 
spent the only off day of their three week trek, 
village Gudel. The DarjeeUng Tamang nn· .. t<",7I" 

from here, and party the 
as they crossed the wi and remote valleys 

<>'Vl.L,!;-'llU<. and Sherpa country. Next day 
Everest track and once again were in the 
weeks had met one Westerner -
v 

Lukhla airstrip held memories 
had made the first landing there in 

Sherpas had spent 
earth. Now. on a day, 

and a small shanty town 
it to 



A s the party approached Kunde a harassed member of the 
hospital brought an for ll..l.'-,u..,,", 

away, so Drs, Hamish and Mary 
sister, he lped in a breach 
hours later but $idly next 
group going on with yak transport 
altitude porters on the '53 
at will for the next ten days among the 

In glorious weather the 
Sherpa friends,enjoying the 
of interest in the way of Ufe, religion and .... uu· ....... 

the Sherpas. The pattern of Ufe has been ~"'~;.u.A~"V'~'" 
in expeditions and tourists. Tourism is now 8 major 
virtually the only means of earning foreign exchange, of course "',.'V, ....... ""'.,. 
one of the major attractions. Of the 130) 000 tourists who come to 
annually. a high proportion visit Khumbu. 
are almost empty, inhabited mainly by men 
members of the family are away earning their 
necessary to grow crops to sell outSide Khumbu. 

The old staple diet of potatoes and ley is ohanging too. Now exoellent 
cauliflowers, cabbages, beans and other vegetables are readily to be had thanks 
to New Zealand and Japanese aid sohemes. too should available 
in some of the villages on the completion of a hydro eLeotrio to inBtalled 
by Austrians on the Dudh KOB]. between Thami and Namohe. 

After viSiting Thami, Tenzing'g birthplace, where they stayed at the house of 
Mingma, Jennifer Bourdillon's "tent orderly" Sherpani, Khumjung where they 
saw the Yeti scalp and called on Kapa Kalden. artist, Phoroha where they 
met Sen Tenzing~ Shipton'g 
via pangboohe to stay with Da.wa 
Their stay there coinc 
annually at Thyangboche 1.l[ona.'Stery, 
this fabulous ceremony 
dressed in grotesciue masks 
on his throne on the 
people of Rhumbu ""Q'O";J,.u.u 

horns. 

in the Cholo 
and enj oyed a few days of 
the Khumbu glacier 
Everest group from above }f~ge 
tmiquely beautiful panorama must 

John and Joy HUIJ.t. 
Cl.mj ima Va Hey, 
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The 
very 
at times, 

Before starting 
offices of D1.wa 
This 

Back at Lukla the party found over 
been able to come in for five 
and they were able to fly 
have priority on the day of 

****************************************** 

"WHERE DO 

You may be wondering why I have 
Is there on the matter? 
it become c 

in c 
of tests indoors while 

L s 
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source of amusement and our greatest diffioulty was to 
machine. I took blood samples by finger-priok, after 
their blood group, I stored a few drops on a small square of cotton 
Simon and I took back to Scotland Yard Forensic to 

Some of you Imow of a substance called PTC which tastes 
people but qUite tasteless to others. Whether you can taste it 
by a single gene, and you can get a measure of mI'Illr·,a:;i-; 

populations by finding the proportion of people who can taste 
rather elaborate test on the Sherpas. 

After ten days we moved down 6,000 feet to the only other 
valley, Simigaon or 'bean village', a lush green settlement 

I was rather sceptical when most of the population in Simigaon 
for they looked quite different from the Beding Sherpas, and it was the He·QlIll£ 

whom we imagined to be the "real Sherpasll. The trouble is th.at since 
have beoome so famous for their mountaineering, some people have 
their While to eaU themselves Sherpas whose relationship to the 
We carried out the same tests as in Beding on one hundred people, a ;u.-u.""""a 

Sherpas, Tamangs and a few Hindus, and then set off home, 
liberally en route. 

NOW' when analysing our data, I found that the Beding Sherpas 
portion of people with blood group B, while the Sherpas of 
high frequency of blood group O. A Ithough this didn't fit in very 
information we had on nearby populations, partly because there was 
it, it seemed, if anything, to indicate that the Beding people were 
Sherpas, while the Simigaon ones were related to Sherpas in Solu, in the 

I wrote to Professor C. Jest of the Centre Nationale de Recherche Scientifique in 
PariS to ask him some questions on the Sherpas, and he put me in 
then PhD student, Janice Sacherer, who as I mentioned 
for near ly a year. W!1{,'n I sent her a summary 
very eXCited, because it corresponded very 
obtained in Beding - for she had been told that the 
or from Tibet via Khumbu, while Simigaon had heen 

After a my or two poring over our results, 
population of Beding on one genealogy, Janice 
further, and extend the work we had been 
population of Nepal, in of 

We spent an enervating 
and at last left for He,~",-"-,-,, ..... 

Many of you wHllmovv Hemmbu, 
my main interest was ncmr the 
tests such as blood 
the clan names ~ 

Scottish Highlanders 
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valley to valley, She was also 
we what 

these re 

and those 
language was from 
showed no particular affinity 

The reas on that we had 
to compare other groups with was 
discovered Some written records of 
thought not to exist. These 
in Nepal came in the middle 
only a few stayed in Khumbu, 

of 

So our next destination was Solu; we set 
beginning of the approach march to 
Bhandar. or Chyangma. our 
ask questions and take blood samples. 

While in something 
work: we heard a rather 

way south there 
who 

or 'paper people1
o 

lead you on to a big 
south to reach the 
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We then crossed the valley to the village of Gora, where we were royally 
entertained for three days by the family of the man of the village. We 
rarely disliked the Sherpas we stayed with, no was ever as pleasant 
to US as this lama family. They proudly US that whenever 
Hillary was nearby. he would make a detour to visit them: 
us that this was largely because of their chang~ was 
I have had. 

Leaving Gora. still under the influence of chang, we walked to the market in 
Saller!, and were immediately overwhelmed by the of and 

The rhododendrons at last told US that we were nearing Khumbu, and we 
forward to the chill air of higher altitudes. Strangely enough, was the 
Sherpa area where we had least work to do; Since it is most famous, and 
thought of as the centre of Sherpa country. most work that been con-
cerning the Sherpas had been doo.e in Khumbu. But I wanted to take some blood 
samples from Sherpas to measure the coo.centrations of certain hormones, 
Janice had some questions outstandin.g from her last visit to 

So we spent two weeks, based in Pheriche, working with Peter Hackett of the 
iUmalayan Rescue A ssociatioo.. who had agreed to help me L'1 my hormone work. 
And while here, we took the opportunity to go up to Kala Pattar. 

The samples for hormone analysis were liquid blood, unlike the genetic samples. 
And they were kept in liquid nitrogen, which to be back to Kathmandu 
as soon as possible before it all evaporated. So we rushed down to lower altitude 9 

and despatched the samplesfrom Syangboche as we passed~ to be met in Kathmandu 
by Mike Cheney, who had kindly agreed to take them to Britain himself. 

We Should have liked to be able to cross east to the Arun valley at high altitude, 
but we had little time and less equipment, and no-one in the party had been that 
way before. So we followed the Dudh Kosi south for a couple of days, and then 
branched shRrpiy to the over 10.000 
a tiring but very inteTesting walk o.ver t'NO more 
Hongu and Hinku rivers. to meet the Arun. 

there were Sherpas 
exhausting and frustrating 
because there was not a ...... "'n''''''' 

had come to the east in 
finally reached the vi 
had been misled: the hOUcsEls wer.e not a 
is rare for the Sherpas to 
people. A lso~ it was a 
dislike. 

But the faces which 
we heard them speak 
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Sedua had been very hi t 
air of despondency. 
freak escaped the 
visited. Its name was 

Having taken our 
we enough 
the Arun, down the 
October. On evening of the same 
back in Kathmandu. 

While walking from Khumbu to the A run we 
grouping results. Since we were aware of the Germans' w 
tha t different clans of Sherpas 
we analysed these results according to c 
thing: the blood group frequencies in the 
four hundred years ago, were 
rO"Jnding populations, but also those of the new 
clans had a very high frequency of O. 

So to answer my question, 'Where 
not easy; there are several 
of Sherpahood. I suppose it is rather 
or 'Where do the real Jews ?!I 

C as she 
populations which have 

certain 
, but we it is 

Indiar.s had common ancestors G 

stop, before I make any more rash 

************************************** 
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A VISIT TO BRIGHTON 

THE SUMMER OUTING 12 JULY 1980 

by 

Beatrice Emmett 

The morning of July 12th began bright and sunny and full of promise for an 
enjoyable outing - a trip out of London and down to the coast at Brighton. 

By 9.30 a.m. a large party of Nepales'e, adults and children resident in the 
UK along with several members of the Society~ had grouped themselves outside 
the Royal Nepalese Embassy for the Annual Summer Outing arranged by the 
Committee of the Britain-Nepal Society. There was an air of excitement and 
expectation about this gathering and much chatter and moving around. The 
outing was planned to consist of a coach drive dOO'n to Brighton, lunch at the 
Hall of the Good Shepherd, foUOO'ed by a choice of either joining a party to go 
round the Royal Pavilion or visiting the town. 

Last year's outing to Hastings and a Sight of the sea to many had obviously been 
a new and fascinating experience; so, of course, this year it had to be a visit to 
the sea again, and thus it was that Brighton was chosen for the outing. 

Soon after 10 a. m. the two coaches hired for the occaSion arrived and the children 
of the party hurried eXCitedly to seat themselves by the Windows from which they 
gave shy little smiles and waves, as Nepalese children will, given the slightest 
encouragement. Then Mr. Manandhar's enormous luncheon dekchis arrived and, 
emitting delicious spicy aromas, were loaded on to the coaches together with 
large bags containing refreshments to be distributed on the journey. A t last all 
was ready and the coaches triumphantly set off southwards making for the coast. 

Unfortunately the bright sunny skies soon gave way to our usual cloudy ones ~bnd 
Showers threatened, but the weather never actually spoiled any plans. The VemM'l 
turned out to be perfect for our purpose, but it was a difficult to find. HO'W<8vcr 
by the time the coaches appeared on the scene the advance party ~ ted by the two 
Queen's Gurkha Orderly OffiCers, had already arrived in cars and set out the 
trestle tables and brightly coloured chairs, III II' !iI"...rs, Sykes had the drinks 
laid out. Even the oven in the set to warm in 

Once the party arrived, it took them no tUJle at an to dO'Nn at the tables 
it was a delight to see the chi into heH".H-l."'-'~ of curry and r1c£I. 
A fter lunch, some of the ladies took aver tb.a washing up in kitchen every-
thing was left spotless and 

The Society was delighted that H. E. the A 
several members and from the Embassy, were abie to join the outing 
this year, and that our navv President~ George :BIshop, Lady BiB hop were 
also able to attend. 
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With Lunch over we were all free to choose where to go - to the seafront, to 
the shops or to join the arranged tour of the We with 
strict instructions to meet at 4.30 P. m. at the entrance to the - an 
unmistakable Landmark if ever there was one~ 

At the Pavilion the guide was awaiting our gave us a 
liminary resume of the history of the strange fantasy Palace which we were 
about to see - a Palace dreamed up by an extraordinary Prince and inspired 
by a rather charming real Chinese wallpaper. 

We followed our guide into the magnificent banqueting room lit by a chandelier 
of unusual and profuse deSign which surely could be weighed in tons. Wherever 
one looked no detail seemed to be too inSignificant to be decorated and always 
with great originality. The glittering dining table was richly set. and over it 
hung in all its sophistication the great chandelier surmounted by a winged dragon 
and suspended from a painting on the ceiling of what looked like a banana tree~ 

And then the kitchen - a big bright room with four tall palm trees of cast iron 
supporting the roof. Every wall was shelved and stacked with row upon rCNJ of 
copper pots and pans, all necessary no doubt to produce the overburdened menus 
of the time - a sample of which showed 36 courses at one dinner~ No diet
watching for this Prince and his guests~ 

Incidentally, the copper pans in the kitchen, like much of the furniture and 
carpets, are not the original ones because those were removed by order of 
Q1.leen Victoria who, understandably, disapproved of the Pavilion. She even 
ordered the PaVilion to be dismantled in 1840, but in 1850 the municipality of 
Brighton acquired the bUilding so it is now a Regency Museum. 

There was also one sad-looking room with a few relics saved from a vandal's 
fire which shew.' how extremely fine and beautiful the mUSic room must have been. 
Slowly money is coming in for its restoration. 

By way of contrast we walked through quiet restful rooms with ceilings 
to resemble gentle skies and interesting prints on the walls which woo 
needed hours to examine in detail. Finally. we saw the authentic 
wallpaper, still in pLace and in good condition, which had inspired the Prince 
Regent to build this curious Pavilion and to top it up with 80 many domes. 

It is worth mentioning that Nash was responSible for the Indian style 
and for the use of cast inm to strengthen other Oriental features. for instance, 
the flbamboo" staircase. Truly it is a place" a pleasure Prince 
and now a "fun but also a seriouS historical one. the visit 
and also for those who in Brighton. 

It reaUy was a inating 
our Nepalese friends were 
the Pavi 

and it was 
V'.r.J~"',U to join the tour 



When we all met up again there was much last minute of cameras to 
preserve the occasion for souvenirs - too Soon the were 
once again on their way - back to 

************************************* 

THE GURKHA WELFARE TRUSTS 

For the Gurkha ex-Bervicemen and their dependants Gurkha Welfare Trusts 
do what the A rmy Benevolent Fund does for the United Kingdom ex-Bervicemen. 
During the current year they are providing a sum of £ 125, 000 for distribution 
in the hill areas of Nepal in the fonn of grants, pensions and scholarships. 

The income available for distribution comes from three sources. The first and 
chief one is invested capital. ThiS money was donated in several Commonwealth 
countries but mainly in the United Kingdom and is handled by a leading investment 
management company in the City of London, Robert Fleming & Company Limited. 
The second source is covenants which have been entered into by serving and 
retired officers of the Brigade of Gurkhas and Civilian well wishers, including 
many leading UK finns. The third source i8 ourrent donations and funds raised 
by voluntary supporters, and this includes the Gurkha Battalion stationed in the UK. 
In addition, all serving officers and soldiers of the Brigade of Gurkhas contribute 
one day's pay to the Fund. 

The Brigade of Gurkhas Welfare Scheme which operates with the full approval of 
the authorities in Nepal is responsible for distributing the money. It does this 
through 23 Welfare Centres, each one specially built for the purpose, or rented 
as a temporary measure. Those which have been built were paid for by the 
Gurkha Welfare Trust (Canada) which is a separate Trust financed in Canada. 
Each Welfare Centre is staffed Gurkha are 
covered by a British Government 

The Gurkha ex-Bervicemen who can ,-,v.uv.u 

are broadly in two groups - those '\vho have 
which since 1948 has been an of 
numbers of volunteers, nrn,v gJI.'olWing old where 
a few years during the Second Wor War. 
homes in the mountains after the war and 
five or six years was, of course not long ·J ..... u ... f",., .• 

and the survivors of these 
the Government of India has 
relativel.y small and extra 
also paid by the Trusts to m.any 
during the current year to them up c 
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for assisting 
hill farmer who is 
for assistance 
operate the scheme. 

The Trusts are managed by twe 
General Brigade of Gurkhas who is the 
British Gurkhas Nepal We are 
and disbursements. The Managing Trustees meet once a 
decide on the amount of money to be in the 
meeting is usually also attended 
We Hare Trus t (Canada), 
MP, and M!ljor M. L, Burke, CD 

Further support for the welfare operations comes 
Foundation (U.S.A.) set up by Mr. and Mrs. E 
and from the Gurkha Welfare Appeal in Austra 
vigour by a former officer of the 5th Royal 
MBE. 

£'\nyone wishing to contribute by 
should contact the General Secretary. 
given be low • 

the Gurkha 
McDonald. Jr. 

is run with 
Rifles, or 

******************************************* 

A 

House, 16 
Tonbridge, Kent. 

***** **** 
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NOTES ON THE BRITAIN-NEPAL SOCIETY 

Patron: H.R.H. PRINCE GyANENDRA OF NEPAL 

Our aim is to promote and foster good relations between the peoples of the 
United Kingdom and Nepal. 

The Society was founded in 1960~ under the patronage of His late Majesty 
King Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva of Nepal during his State Visit to 
London; Lord Hunt became the first President. 

British and Nepalese subjects. and bUSiness firms or corporate bodies resident 
in Britain or Nepal are eligible for membership. 

Members include serving and retired Gurkhas, mountaineers, members of the 
DIplomatic Service, schoolmasters, doctors. nurses and businessmen. 

Ordinary members pay a subscription of £3 per annum. Life Members -
a single payment of £40. 

The "Yetis" - Nepalese Students in Britain - are honorary members during 
their stay in the United Kingdom and are particularly welcome at all functions. 
especially the annual Summer Outing. 

The SOCiety's programme includes: 

Monthly lectures at the A lpine Club and elsewhere. 
meetings and films from October to May; 
Receptions and hospitality for visiting Nepalese; 
An AGM in November and an annual supper party in February. 

We keep in touch with the Nepal-Britain Society in Katbmandu which the late 
H. H. Fie Id Marshal SII' Kaiser, a Life Member of the SOCiety. founded shortly 
before his dea the 

The Britain-Nepal Society has a growing membership and there is tremendous 
enthusiasm for Nepal. Our meetings, which are usually attended by about 100 
people each, provide an excellent opportunity for US to get togetl18r over ":l 

Our membership. not counting the 1!Yetis!l~ Honorary and Corporate 
Members, is navv well over five hundred. 

The Committee welcome new members amongst people wIth a genuine interest in 
Nepal. The address of the HOJ:l.orary Is: 

Mrs 0 iN. Brown 
1 A ManSions, 
A Hen Street, London WS BUY 

**************************** 
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BRITAlN-NEPA L SOCIETY 

-------~----------------~ 

President 

Sir George Bishop, 

His E'l:ceHency the Nepalese Ambassador 

The Lord Hunt of Llanvair Waterdine~ KG, CBE, 000, DeL 

Major General J. A. R. Robertson, CB, CBE, 000, DL 

Mrs. T. Brown 

Mrs. Winifred Coulson, OBE 

Lieutenant Colonel C Wylie 

Paul BroomhaU, Esq. 

A. R. H. Kellas. Esq., CMG 

Chairman 

Brigadier A. B. Taggart, MC 

Vice-Chairman 

Anthony E. Wieler, Esq. 

Honorary Secretary 

Mrs. W. Brown 

Hon. Treasurer and Editor of Journal 

Lieutenant Colonel H. C. S. Gregory, OBE, KSG 

Committee Members 

Miss P. Geen 

G. F. Kinnear, Esq, 

Miss Eleanor M. L. Kinnear 

S, Tuladhar, Esq, (Embassy representative) 

Lieutenant 

Capt (QGO) Baibahadur 

1. P. Manandhar, Esq. 

Miss Susan E. Roberts 

C. Sykes, Esq, 

GR 
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